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3.     Touch to turn the screen off.  When the 
        screen is off,  touch any portion of the 
        screen to turn it back on.
4.     Touch to shift it to BLUETOOTH mode for 
        BLUETOOTH operation.
5.     Touch to shift screen to MAIN MENU.
6.     Hold & slide to show the hidden setup modes.



14.      Touch to turn off the screen. When the screen is turned off, touch any portion of the screen to
           turned it back on.
15.      Touch to shift it to BLUETOOTH mode for BLUETOOTH operation.
16.      Touch to shift screen to MAIN MENU.
17.      Hold & slide to show the hidden setup modes.

12.     Touch to turn off the screen. When the screen is turned off, touch any portion of the screen 
          to turned it back on.
13.     Touch to shift it to BLUETOOTH mode for BLUETOOTH operation.
14.     Touch to shift screen to MAIN MENU.
15.     Hold & slide to show the hidden setup modes.



14.     Touch to turn off the screen. When the screen is turned off, touch any portion of the screen 
          to turned it back on.
15.     Touch to shift it to BLUETOOTH mode for BLUETOOTH operation.
16.     Touch to shift screen to MAIN MENU.
17.     Hold & slide to show the hidden setup modes.

6.     Touch to turn off the screen. When the screen is turned off, touch any portion of the screen 
        to turned it back on.
7.     Touch to shift to previous page, touch twice to shift to previous operation mode.
8.     Touch to set the clock in 12 hour format.
9.     Touch to set the clock in 24 hour format.
10.   Touch respectively to set year, month, day, hour & minute.
11.   Hold & slide to show the hidden setup modes.



17.     Touch to turn off the screen. When the screen is turned off, touch any portion of the 
          screen  to turned it back on.
18.     Touch to shift it to BLUETOOTH mode for BLUETOOTH operation.
19.     Touch to shift screen to MAIN MENU.
20.     Hold & slide to show the hidden setup modes.

11.     Touch to turn off the screen. When the screen is turned off, touch any portion of the 
          screen to turned it back on.
12.     Touch to shift it to BLUETOOTH mode for BLUETOOTH operation.
13.     Touch to shift screen to MAIN MENU.
14.     Hold & slide to show the hidden setup modes.



12.     Touch to turn off the screen. When the screen is turned off, touch any portion of the screen 
          to turned it back on.
13.     Touch to shift it to BLUETOOTH mode for BLUETOOTH operation.
14.     Touch to shift screen to MAIN MENU.

15.     Hold & slide to show the hidden setup modes.
16.     Touch to activate KEYBOARD MENU  to input password or enter to the REGION INTERFACE 
          to set for the DVD are code. (Default password "0000" or "8888").


